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Abstract. The first RTA conference took place in Dijon, in 1985. This year,
2005, it takes place in Nara. Nara and Dijon share a glorious past but can be
considered as being “Sleeping Beauties”, after the title of a book by the Nobel
price novelist yasunari Kawabata.
Is RTA sleeping on its glorious past ? Back in the late 80s, many of us feared
that this would soon be the case, that research in rewrite systems was deepening
the gap with everyday’s computer science practice, and that we should develop
rewrite-based powerful provers that would make a difference with the state of art
and help address real applications such as software verification.
More than ten years later this has not really happened in the way we thought
it would. What has happened is that many research areas, such as programming
languages, constraint solving, first-order provers, proof assistants, security theory,
and verification have all been fertilized by ideas coming from term rewriting. In
return, our field has been renewed by new problems and techniques coming from
outside our small community.
I am convinced that this will continue, and that new subject areas will join the
journey. There are at least two reasons. To quote a celebrated sentence that I have
read in many papers: Equations are ubiquitous in computer science. This is the
first reason : we all like to use equations for modeling problems. The second is
that we have developed extremely powerful, sophisticated tools to reason with
equations. Many computer scientists do not know these tools. It is our responsibility to preach for their use by showing all we can do with them.
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Introduction

My goal is to illustrate several aspects of the contributions of rewriting
theory to problems originating from programming and theorem proving,
two closely related fields that benefit from a term rewriting perspective.
I will concentrate on ordered paramodulation, a very old problem which
is still progressing, rule-based programming, tree automata, and proof
assistants. I will not refrain quoting my self.
?
??

Twenty years later is the title of a novel by the french writer Alexandre Dumas.
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Basic ordered resolution and paramodulation

Ordered completion is a generalization of ground completion, because
it yields a convergent rewrite system from an arbitrary set of equations,
therefore providing with a uniform technique to reason about the word
problem in an arbitrary equational theory, which is based on the existence
of normal forms. The main difference with the case of ground completion
is that the rewrite system may be infinite, and therefore no decidability
result can be obtained in general. This is indeed the main strength of this
method, that decidability is not required.
Ordered completion was first successfully addressed by Peterson [50],
who addressed the case of a finite rewrite ordering, before the general
case was solved by Hsiang and Rusinowitch who developed transfinite
semantic trees for that purpose [31]. The use of transfinite semantic trees
was made necessary by the possible use of transfinite orderings in ordered completion.
A more general, earlier framework was elaborated by Robinson and
Wos [54], combining resolution and paramodulation: they were the first
to propose the replacement of the axioms for equality by specific inference rules in order to reduce the search space. The idea of restricting
the set of inferences further by systematically using normal forms generated by a rewrite ordering as it is the case with ordered completion is
due to Lankford [42]. Lankford, however, did not have the tools to solve
the problem in its full generality. This was done much later in a series
of papers pioneered by Bachmair and Ganzinger, who came up with a
novel, model theoretic method based on the idea of forcing [3, 2, 4, 5].
It is interesting to notice that Goubault succeeded recently to improve
over Bachmair and Ganzinger by using finite semantic trees: the very
simple but beautiful idea, which Goubault himself ascribes to Rusinowitch, consists in applying a compactness argument before to construct the
finite semantic tree of a given unsatisfiable set of clauses [28].
The last 15 years saw another achievement, with constraints taking
over unification in deduction calculi [40]. This is an important phenomenon: after logic programming, constraints are making their way everywhere, in term rewriting theory where the difficult problem of local
confluence of order-sorted rewrite rules was reduced to satisfiability of
membership constraints [20], in automated deduction seen as a generalization of logic programming, but also in model checking where it allows
to go smoothly from finite to some decidable infinite systems [25], or in
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functional programming where it yields a more elegant and powerful tool
to express type inference algorithms [1]. In particular, constraints have
been used very successfully to block inferences that were made inside
substitutions inherited from previous inferences [48, 6]. This restriction
of deduction calculi is dubbed basic after Hullot’s pionneering work on
basic narrowing [35].
Examples of use of ordered completion to modularity problems include : modular unification algorithms [13], modular confluence properties [36], and the study of CCC, a calculus of constructions embedding
the congruence closure algorithm into the conversion rule [11]. Examples
of use of constrained deduction to decidability results include: decidability of set constraints [7] and decidability of standard theories [47].
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Rule-based programming

This topic is probably best examplified with MAUDE, a language developed by José Meseguer and his collaborators at SRI first, and now at
the state university of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [45]. Related efforts
were conducted in parallel in France and in Japan, by Claude Kirchner
and his group, who developed the language ELAN [41], and by Kokichi
Futatsugi and his collaborators, who developed the language CAFE [46].
All three languages owe their origin to the OBJ-family of languages, a
project started in California by Joseph Goguen in the early 80s, following
his earlier work on Clear [16].
The main novelty of MAUDE was to consider that both functional and
concurrent programming could be addressed uniformly by rewriting, depending whether confluence was satisfied or not. Elan goes even further
by internalizing rewriting in the so-called ρ-calculus via a specific binding construct generalizing the λ-calculus [8], while Cafe insists on the
use of co-algebrsa [23]. The use of rewriting as a functional model was of
course well accepted [22], while the use of rewriting for non-functional
programming had been advocated before for particular applications, especially unification, and more generally constraint solving [37].
There are even more familiar programming languages that use rule
based constructs: this is the case of the Ocaml family of languages, where
the case construct bases selection on pattern matching.
Another language based on rewriting is Isabelle, implementing Nipkow’s higher-order rewrite systems [44]. Isabelle is targeting applications
in which programs operate on data structures with binders, like program
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transformations. What makes this work apparently different from a language like MAUDE is that it uses higher-order pattern matching instead
of plain matching. But this singularity is not really relevant: MAUDE
uses pattern matching modulo associativity and commutativity, and a
close look to Nipkow’s higher-order rewrite systems shows that the problems are exactly those of rewriting modulo [39].
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Tree automata

At the first RTA, there was not a single paper using tree automata. There
were of course papers in formal language theory using word automata.
But no tree automaton. However, there were many informal talks about
an almost published paper by David Plaisted, who solved the problem of
inductive reducibility [51] 1 .
It is easy to see that tree automata are equivalent to OBJ’s order-sorted
signatures, and they were actually introduced in the 60s in a related context, see also [14]. But they had been almost completely forgotten. In
some sense, RTA’85 was their second birth. They were later used in many
different context, with the strong push coming from the rewriting community: set constraints [26], higher-order matching [33], strong sequentiality [19], Presbuger arithmetic [12], AC-inductive-reducibility [43], inductive theorem proving [15] and more. The theory of tree-automata and
its many applications is studied in depth in [32].
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Proof assistants

Many will agree with me when saying that Isabelle, Coq and PVS are
three among the most important proof assistants. Isabelle is based on
Nipkow’s higher-order rewriting [44]. PVS is based on Shostak’s decision procedure for a combination of convex theories, whose ideas are
clearly based on rewriting [52, 53]. Originally based on the Calculus of
Constructions [21], then on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions [49],
Coq is now rapidly moving towards a heavy use of rewriting, for defining
inductive types on the one hand [10], and for specifying the conversion
1

Actually, the proof was wrong. I had found a counterexample to a simple lemma stated without proof, and the whole proof could not be repaired. When Emmanuel Kounalis and myself
explained the problem to David Plaisted, he succeeded to found a new, completely different
proof at the blackboard in ten minutes. This was really impressing: he understood our counterexample much better than ourselves. This new proof contained a complex argument that
was much later understood as a pumping lemma on tree automata with equality tests [17].
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rule on the other hand [9]. None of these proof-assistants was available
in 1985. At that time, most people in our community believed in the future of first-order provers, rather than higher-order ones. The situation is
now reversed: many believe in the superiority of higher-order languages
for modeling purposes : first-order provers are often seen as supplementing tactics for higher-order provers. And first-order decidability results
are accordingly seen as a particular way to automate the higher-order
prover in these cases. An even stronger argument is the existence of the
Curry-Howard isomorphism which allows to see intuitionistic logic as a
kind of abstract machine for implementing formal proofs. On the other
hand, first-order provers have been successful for solving very particular
problems such as crypto-attacks, for which a blind search appears adequate [24].
My own perspective on this question is that the coming years will see
a new generation of proof assistants, in which (higher-order) rewriting
superseeds the lambda calculus. Isabelle is the first prover of this kind,
but has lost many of the important features of Curry-Howard based calculi. I anticipate both approaches to merge in the coming years, and some
work has been done already [9, 11]. An other merge is coming as well:
dependent types are making their way in programming languages [55],
while modules and functors have been successfully added to the calculus
of inductive constructions [18] as well as a compiler for reductions [29,
30]. This move towards harmony will make its way through in the coming years. I do not see a good reason in the present dichotomy between
programming languages and proof assistants.
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Conclusion

I tried to sketch what important unexpected developments based on
rewriting took place in the past. I will try now to give my idea about
the future.
First, I think that we need to continue investigating the fundamental properties of term rewriting formats: type preservation, termination
and Church-Rosser properties are equally important. Any progress there
means a progress with the applications. Another important fundamental
question is the relationship between term rewriting and tree automata.
We need to investigate these questions in various contexts, first-order,
higher-order, and modulo. And we need to continue our work on abstract
rewriting, in the light of Huet’s work for the first-order case [34], and
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what was later done for the modulo [38] and higher-order cases [27].
The higher-order case, especially, needs more work, since the only abstract property investigated there was the finite development theorem.
Second I think we need to continue investigating the efficient implementation techniques of rewriting systems. Much has been done for the
first-order case with Maude and Elan, and with the work of Ganzinger’s
group and of Nieuwenhuis’s group with the SATURATE and SPASS systems, but this is not the end of the road. Since type-checking in proofassistants like Coq relies on rewriting techniques, compilation techniques
must be throroughly studied which combine first- and higher-order pattern matching.
Third, I think that we need to understand which other areas of computer science may benefit from our work. A recent interesting example
was provided by security protocols: since rewrite rules can be seen as a
specification language, security protocols can be modeled by rules. Using this approach, Rusinowitch showed that finding an attack to a cryptographic protocol could be achieved by using narrowing. Comon and
others also showed that rewriting was a good tool for modeling security
protocols since it allowed to smoothly integrate properties of the cryptographic primitives which were naturally expressed as equations.
Last, but not least, I think that we need to integrate the different existing kinds of rewriting, plain rewriting based on plain pattern matching, rewriting modulo based on plain pattern matching, rewriting modulo
based on pattern matching modulo, normalized rewriting, normal rewriting, higher-order rewriting based on plain pattern matching, higher-order
rewriting based on higher-order pattern matching, higher-order rewriting based on higher-order pattern matching modulo, into a single coherent framework in order to better understand how to design an abstract
machine to implement them all, and make them available to users. This
question is of course directly related to my view on the future of proof
assistants that I sketched in the previous section. It is also related to the
need of an abstract investigation of the fundamental properties of term
rewriting formats
Acknowledgments: to all those I met during these 20 years and
helped me understand that their problems were more important than
mine.
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